
 

What	is	Coaching?		
 

For each of the following points, explain (nuance) and present counter-examples 
(the opposite) 

 

1. Coaching is _____being____  ____present_____ to another.  

○ Coaching is not the only place this happens, but it is one place where it happens 
○ This is something so rarely experienced. (a rare gift in an age of distraction) 
○ Coaching is not about you; it’s about another person (which will be reinforced 

over and over in the upcoming slides) 
○ It is holy ground and a holy privilege. If you’ve done it well, it will elicit gratitude. 

 

2. Coaching is _____listening__________ well.   

○ Attain a posture of curiosity 

○ Listening to understand  (rather than agree/disagree or persuade) 

○ “Being heard is so close to being loved that for the average person, they are 
almost indistinguishable.” ― David W. Augsburger 

○ It’s not listening rather than talking.  

○ True listening could be the greatest fulfillment of the Great Commandment.  

 

3. Coaching is _____helping____  a person to ____reflect_____. 

○ The goal is to help them do good self-reflection on themselves, on others, and on 
what God’s up to in their lives. 

i. Reflection is a key component of transformation -- present the I-P-R 
image 

○ The first observation/comment rarely describes the actual issue  (like peeling 
back the layers of the onion or looking behind the curtain) 



 

 

4. Coaching is _____asking____  _____good____   ____questions_____.  

○ questions that, at the very least,  help a person discover for themselves. -- show 
light bulb coming on. 

○ asking questions instead of teaching or advising 

 

 

5. Coaching is ___empowering____  

○ Why empowering? because we have to remember who’s responsible 

○ coaching is about empowering the other person to take responsibility for 
themselves rather than ___fixing____ their issues for them. We see this pattern 
all the time in the life of Jesus.  

i. He doesn’t just fix; he’s almost always asking first (“do you want to be 
healed?”)  

ii. And of course, he encourages each disciple to pick up their cross and 
follow him. 

○ encouraging people to take personal responsibility is a great gift to the world. 

 

 

6. Coaching is ___encouraging____  

○ Why encouraging?   because progress is difficult. 

○ rather than condemning/judging/shaming 

i. Romans 8:1 is a coaching mantra 
ii. rather than condemning/judging/shaming, we empathize because we, 

too, are part of the human race 

○ rather than demanding 



 

7. Coaching is ___challenging____.  

○ Why challenge? because left to our devices, every single one of us will choose 
not to disrupt our own lives or even let them be disrupted   

○ juxtaposed with pampering  (or coddling or acquiescing) 

 

8. Coaches create a ___safe___ ___place___.  

○ Why safety? safety is necessary if the coachee is to practice authenticity and 
vulnerability, which are necessary elements of transformation. 

○ Confidential 

○ Dedicated time 

○ distraction-free 

 

9. Coaching is ____recognizing and using______ the ____principles______.  

○ In Faithwalking, we have a particular set of principles (vows, authenticity, etc), 
but even if you’re not in Faithwalking, we’re going to expose you to a set of 
principles 

 

10. We help them  __recognizing obstacles____ to becoming fully _who God 
made them to be_.   

○ None of us are living the fully human life, and we’re partly human because 
various things hold us back (sins, vows, hurts) 

 

11. Coaching is not: counseling, advising, fixing, teaching, demanding, 
pampering, condemning/judging/shaming.   

 

12. Coaching is _____being____  ____present_____ to another. 


